Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

The Magic Flute

Exclusively for workshop participants:
Opera Workshop June 22 – July 28 2015
Masterclass Angelika Kirchschlager June 27 – June 30 2015
Orchestra Workshop July 4 – July 28 2015

E.T.A.-Hoffmann-Theater, Bamberg
Conductor & Artistic director: Till Fabian Weser
"The Sommer Opera Bamberg shows ... what can be achieved by working with young singers only for a few weeks." Opernglas

Exclusively for workshop participants:
June 27 – 30 Masterclass Angelika Kirchschlager
June 22 – July 18 Peter Leung (Acting Coaching), Claudia Schojan (Language Coaching), Beate Roux (Correpétition)
July 4 – 6 Prof. John Holloway (Strings), Claire Genewein (Woodwinds), Ulrich Hübner (Natural horn), Harry Ries (Baroque trombone), Hannes Rux (Natural trumpet), Robert Cürlis (Timpani)
July 11 – 24 Chamber music and audition coaching by members of Bamberger Symphoniker

Chorus workshop:
Lorenzo da Rio (Landestheater Coburg)

Free accomodation & Meal allowance

Contact
Sommer Oper Bamberg | Postfach 110126 | 96029 Bamberg
info@sommer-oper-bamberg.de
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